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I~ IHRODUCTION 

The quantum field theories with Lagrangians containing the deri
v~tives of the field functions higher than the first order have a bad 
reputation because of the ghost states with negative norm and as $ 

consequence the possibility of unitarity violation/ 1/. But such theo
ries have also attractive properties, in particular, the convergence 
ot the corresponding Feynman diagrams iEl illlproved. Tl1erefore, the 
gauge theories with higher derivatives/Z- 4/ and the ~avity models 
with quadratic an~ higher-order curvature corrections to the Einstein
Hilbert action/5- 11 / are considered. These theories .are described by 
singular or degenerate Lagrangians with higher derivatives. 

The quantization of the Yang-Mills fields has shown that the 
canonical quantization is the most suitable for the investigation of 
unitarity properties of the quantum gauge fields. This approach is 
based on the Hamiltonian description of the classical dynamics. The 
Hamiltonian formalism for the usual gauge fields is constructed with 
the aid of the Dirac theory of the ,en:ralized Hamiltonian systems 
with constraints of the first order 12 15/. 

It is natural to explore the ghost-state problem and unitarity 
in theories with singular Lagrangians with higher derivatives in the 
framework of the canonical quantization as well. But for this purpo
se the Hamiltonian formalism for these theories must be constructed. 
In/17/ this problem has been solved for singular Lagrangiana with 
higher derivatives of an arbitrary order. In the present paper ano
ther method of transition into the phase space is proposed and the 
connection of the Lagrangian and Hamiltortian descriptions is traced 
in more detail. For simplicity the degenerate Lagrangians of second 
order will onlY be considered. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the second section the ca
nonical variables are introduced and the definition of singular Lag
rangians is given~n the third section the transition into the phase 
space is carried out and the secondary constraints by the Dirac me
thod are searched. In the fourth section it is sho.n how one can get 
all the secondary constraints in the framework of the Lagrangian for
malism and using the equations of motion in the Euler form.Inthe 5th 
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section as an example,a generalization of , the relativistic action of 
a point particle is considered:to the usual action proportiOnal to the 
length of the world trajectory of a particle one adds the integral ~ 
along this trajectory of its ourvature/16/ • The Hamiltonian descrip
tion of the classical dynamics of this object is given and the tran
sition to qUWltum theory is shortly discussed. In conclusion the un
solved problems in this approach are noted. 

2. THE SIllGULAR LAGRANGIANS OF S;gCOND ORDER 

Let uS consider a system with a finite numoer of degrees of free
dom which equals n- • Let X = (X, :x;: t .... ..x) be generalized co

t.. "
ordinates of this system and 

d.xci)L (.xX,X) x-= (2.1)
" ') cif 

is its Lagrangian function. The Euler equations are 

(2.2)ill_i:.. at + d~ 8L =0 t'= (,2, .. " J1,-,
iJ,x, cit ax. dt2 II;;.

-t. '( t 

The canonical variables for Lagrangian (2.1) are introduced in the 

following way 

4 .=X., () .=:r. ~ (2.3) 
Jt t -r.2t" 

~I 2/ .t 
_ ilJ.. _ d di = dL _d Iv 1.- rJ Iv i.- L ... 

~ - tJ.i. df O'.i O'i. rJ.i.ila'. J di. a.i. J O'£ai;,~') 
(2.4) 

t t tJ tJ !.v 

(2.5) 

f" ,= a~ ') i:J'= f, 2 J' •• ) I"V. 
.:;1 Ifx . 

As usual, the summation over r~peated indices in the corresponding 
limits is supposed. 

Lagrangian (2.1) is called nondegenerate if the canonical vari 

ables q.t' Q2' Pi' P2. introduced according to F.3)-(2.5) are inde
pendent. i.e. there are no equations of the form I 

1lIt is supposed that equations (2.6) do not reduce to the form 

j (~, CJt)= O. 
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(2.6)f(t;{;~,p',Pz)=O • ,. 
which become identi ties with respect to.x • X • X , X after the sub
stitution into them definitions (2.3)-(2.5). Otherwise. i.e. when the 
relations (2.6) are valid, Lagrangian (2.1) is called singular or de

generate. 

The condition that the Lagrangian is nonsingular is obviously 
equivalent to the requirement that equations (2.4) and (2.5) can be 
solved uniquely with respect to the variables.x. and X', • l= 1 ••••• 

~ 1: n- in the forlll 

x=,X/o ,q, .f,;,) , .I=.x,cCJ,tf.,/',/J) i=f.,.... itr.(2.7) 
, t 1', z. t t f 2 f /2. ) 

For this solution it is necessary that in the whole range of variab
les.x ,1: • ..i the following condition is fulfilled 

(2.8)rank IIA i) =It-, 

where 

all/., 
(2.9), I£. i.j£frt.A (x,.i,i')= aX a.:!;

'lJ i 

If condition (2.8) is satisfied, then there are no relations 
(2.6). To prove this. let us suppose the opposite. i.e. let the cons
traint' (2.6) take place. not all the derivatives iJf lao

rtf.
. • f£:.t.'t:,If, 

vanishing simultaneously. Substituting the definitions (2.4) and ••• 
(2.5) into (2.6) we get the identity with respect to..x. X, X • .x. 
Differentiation of this identity gives 

(2.10)af tJli~:: _df A = 0, 
iJ~J: IIJ:.~. iJP,J kj 

which obviously contradicts (2.8). If the fUnction in (2.6) does 

not depend on Pi • then the derivatives iif / iJ/{1r ' k= 1••••• ;z, 
c~ot vanish simultaneously, Differentiating (2.6) with respect to 

:r. we obtain 
J 

iii tYfik _ (2.11)iJf A =0, 
ff~J: ~. fI!J kJrzlr 

:J 



which contradicts (2.8) again. Thus, the absence of relations (2.6) 
between the canonical variables is equivalent to -the condition (2.8). 

If Lagrangian (2.1) is nonsingular, then the Euler equations 
(2.2) 	due to condition (2.8) can be represented in the normal form 

a.:V) (if) • .. ••• 
(2.12),.x- -= ~ (.:K",.x• .x)..x ) , 1~t'6J1/. 

As earl~ as the last century M.V.Ostrograds~ii/17/ has shown 
that for nondegenerate Lagrangian,s a system of ~ equations of the 
fourth order (2,2) or (2.12) is equivalent to a \:anonical system of 
4n equations of the first order 

it: = iff, · ~ rJ/I 
Ii ill!_ ~i~ ;7' 	 (2.1)

~2'tt • i

._ dll f!. = - tJfI 16 i& 1(,-.

f,i -- OfJ . ' 2": iJn. >

H 	 '12i'rf(where the 	Hamiltonian is defined by 

!-I=~.i: +;:, X' -1(x,.i,.z ), 	 (2.14) 
f J! 

It is important that )I can be represented only as a function of the 
canonical variables lj • CJ. • /!" ~. Indeed, using (2.5) we get 
from (2.14) , 2 ( 2 

ell/: dlJ.:r+ nr/x -t tlp.i +?" cIX 
11 r, Ii 2 

_ 	rJir/X_ u!v cI.i:- III Ix = 
(2.15)U$ iI.i tJ.i 

=- 8L dt;, -t- (1- 1f)dfj + It til + Cf cI~ . 
ofiJx f f voX 1. f fI. R. 

Thus, ~)f depends only on the differentials of the canonical vari 
ables, this being right both for nondegenerate Lagrangians and for 
degenerate ones. In both the cases we have 

(2.16)#= fI(tf· '1 ?~)~)~
f 	 2 t 2. 

(2.17 ) 

ell!= rJ/Icit;. + ff!fcit; + 8111., -r tJ)I~. 
iJ~ f rJO. 2 rJp f tJ,1 2.( 	 72 It 
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Substituting p - (&1. /cJX) into (2.15) according to (2.~) by -,1 
and iJi./J:1 by virtue of the Euler equations (2.2) by /. we 

equate the right-hand sides in (2.15) and (2.17) ( 

-i: clq - f. dCJ + q, cIP 1- 4d~ = 
f I 2. 1! f /f 2. R 

(2.18) 

1= tJIItic] tJ/-I clq + iJ/I ell; iJ)! d~ 
-r 	{} 2 tJj', fiJ~ f tJ~ 

Now we gJt ~ 

- (; + tJlI)cltt - (~+ rYfI)drt -t rcj tJflJrI~ "1

f Off. i t. tJ CJ, J. i rJf., (2.19)
I 	 ~ 

+ (i -	qll)'ft= (), 
For nonsingular Iagr€ngitf2the canonical variables q." 42.' f', , 
)02 are independent and as a consequence are independent their dif
ferentials. This enables one to equate to zero the coefficients of 
each differential in (2.1) and to obtain the canonical equations 
(2.13). It 	was this way that was used by ostrOgradskii!17/ for ob

taining eqs.(2.13). 

If the action correspondin~ to the Lagrangian (2.1) is invari


ant under transformation t -'" t + €; , then according to the first 


Noether theorem/ 18t the quantity 


E(:r~:i. X, X') = 
(2.20) 

fI(~=f, ~=.i~;:: =;;(f,.i,.i~;)~ /1=~ (f,.:i,X» 
is conaered on solutions of the equations of motion (2.2). Therefore 

can naturally be called the energy. 

). 	THE CONSTRAIN!S IN THE PHASE SPACE AND THE GENERALIZED HAMILTONIAN 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

Let the initial Lagrangian (2.1) be singular. We suppose that 
in the whole range of variables Jr , ~ and~ the condition 

rankllA .. /1 tt = n--m, L It 
0.1) 

Y 
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is satisfied. In this case the Euler equations (2.2) represent a 
system of 'V equations of the fourth order and 1ft:: If, - 'Z. equa

(~) f 
tions containing no Jr • These last ~ equations will be called 
the Lagrangian constraints. They can be separated from system (2.2) 

, a •It.t. 

in the following way. Let S'( CX,X ~ X), 0= I" .. , Ht , -t=- (,,,,, I1r 
1 

be eigenvectors of the matrix ~ defined by (2.9) with zero eigen
values 

a 
~(f,x.x)A ,C.:r,X,X) = O~ (J.2) 

i ty 

?'£ 'CoJ ;/:.If,-, 1£. a bJn •


J 
The number of such vectors due to (J.1) equals ~ • Proj ecting the 
Euler equations (2.2) on these eigenvectors we get ~ Lagrangian 
constraints 

a .., ,,, s::: (tiL )B. (:X,.7.,X, x) = J - -I tl=I,... ,m, (J.) 
Q 't' tJ.:x. ti ' ( 

1. 
We suppose that the system of equations (2.2) is consistent. It will 
be satisfied, for e~ple, in the case when the Lagrangian constra

(IY)

ints containing no X define the invariant submanifold for equations 
of the fourth order in (2.2)/ 14/. 

Taking into account ().1) one can immediately obtain ~f cons
traints on 0 , ~ and Po • For this purpose relations (2.5) have to

1'( J. .I., 
be solved for 'Z variables..:r in the form 

().4)..z:=~(9.~, Pn2 ).; , ... ,x... f, 1.£. 0/,)3 b Z, 
'" I" 'P ",+f n 

Here we suppose that the first ~ rows and "t., columns ,of A are li
nearly independent. This can obviously be done always by a correspond
ing Change of numeration of the variables ..r, , 1;'. 1, ••• , h-- • Bub

t!: 

stituting (J' 2) into the rest.,.,( relations (2.5) we get M.( constraints 
in the form 

1 t+tr = ~t+a{~' ~,fi,), D.5 ) 

0'= f, ... , m =Jt- 't, .,13= f .... ) 't..
f 

These constraints or the set of constraints equivalent to them 
will be written further in the following way 

r (q. , q.2.' P)= tJ) (,l: f" ,. J 1?t D.6)a f 
I 

f 
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Constraints ().5) or ().6) by analogy with the Dirac generali
zed Hamiltonian dynamics for singular, Lagraugians without higher de
rivatives l1 0-1)1 can naturally be calle'd the primary constraint s, as 
they are a consequence of the singularity condition ()1) for Lagran
gian (2.1) and t,he definition of canonical" momenta (2.5) without 
using the equations of motion (2.2). After substitution the defiru
tion (2.) and (2.5) into the constraints ().6) the latter tranSform 
into ffl1. identities for .x, ..:i: , ..f . 

Replacing f· in (2.11) by the primary constraints D.6) one 
11 "')verifies that zero eigenvectors ~,(X• .:r.X , f':{'tl~m(, 1~t'£:;fr 

of the matrix A can always be ch6'sen so that they transform by vir
tue of the definition (2.5) into the functions which depend only on 

the canonical va.riables Cf,' '1-2.' Ii ' i. e. the dependence on ..i 
desappear. Without loss of generality one can put 

~(q.,q, PJ= iJl/Ja(4,,fI'z,fV;) "d~~Hf" (J.7) 

i -{ 1.'.2 tllh H t' ~ H" 
Let us try to transform the Euler equations (2.2) for singular 

Lagrangians into the phase space. For thi~ purpose we replace the 
canonical momenta D by their expressions in terms of n. 11 ,• r'l. -r. 7'.t, 
~~ according to (2.5) in the left- and in the right-hand sides of 
the definition of the canonical Hamiltonian 

(J.8)H(~. 4,../,.~ )=;: ~ 1-~ ~ - 1('1, llz· qz)' 

As a result. we obtain an identity with respect to Cf. ' CJ. • ~ and 
~ • Differentiation of this identity with respect f to a2. gi;es 

2. -- _ "" 

, 'LI oil_it. )tJ1J~ 0 f if t.J - n-.
t.JA ~ ai. ' 

0.9) 

The bar means the replacem~nt described above 

1f(CJ,~'/',f'~)=!cq. q, f), rJL(4"q,2,4l))::f((I 0 0 A ()3. 0) 
, f' 2 n 04 J '1,-' 7'2,rf'''L • 

As dAJ /tJ4u= A, .(q" q, 4) . lIoen it follows from 0.9) that 
the quantities V t 2 2 

~ - iJH, ft£.J·~ n (3.11) 

:tj df2j • 
are the eigenvector of the matrh: A rtf .q'z' tt ) with zero eigenvaz 
lue. This vector can be decomposed over'a complete set of zero ei
genvectors of the matrix A 

7 



• uH ~ • Cl •'t,- (}n =L A/q/tz,f!·q.t) S.(q.,q,,4)=
U '2) ""'1 J I. L 2 (J.12) 

-=1./\ (IJ,/J ti) a~(Cf,,42,P2)fJ 
(l "Y 71. •If' -r2.a.", ( illl 

Here we used eq.(3.7). I~j 

Let us substitute (2.5) into (J.8). diff€lrentiate 'lille ideptity 

obtained with respect to £t ' and take into account the relation 
• 2. 

P, +- Pz = t}J, / ucta ~ 
which follows from (2.4) and (2.5). As a result. we get 

aN -t- R. =(4 - tJH)~ i1). (4.0•D.,n ) fj1fa OPlj. 0.14)
iJ9 1t I.' UP on, a 1 12 rj 1'z. ~fJ.. iJ 

.ii 'J r.y 7.2i. (J=f (/, .(j crti. 
Differentiation with respect to 41 and lfz. of the identities,wlllch 
appear upon transforming the primary constraints (3.6) by subtitu
tion into them (2.5), gives 

#a = _ tJ ifJa iJft.J' ) 5= (,2, 16i.j£'IP. (3.15) 

tJ4si iJf,.j iJq,si
Now eq.(3.12) can be rewritten in the follOwing form 

. 8H?'ItJ • 
n T - = - 'V l (a. n p. Q.) atfJa . 0.16 )

Fo '::J~ L.... JIa -" 7. ' , -r. --, f 6: t. I: H. 
.. t (J, «.... f 1. t 1 1. Un,.

It ~l~
Taking into account that the Euler equations (2.2) can be cast in the 
form . oJ, 

f, = iittl 
we obtain 

. rlfl 1Hf. • iJ~ 
l~ii:lY. 0.17)~t' -t- iii. = - ~;;../q,/~.l.~,q,) (}~.

"Y" .I(
Finally differentiation of (3.8) with respect to JD gives 

ii - I}H = 0, l~t6Jt. 0.18 ) 

Ii ap1i
We introduce now the Poisson brackets in the usual way 

8 

( '; )= tJi~ _ tJr da . '_., j dD. 0. -=--rf- , s= f,2, (- f, .." ~J 
1S, ~i dis,· (j(}., 0.19)

1St
I =/(4t, q/l' f,. f;), g=J (rtf' ~,p',p~). 

Using them we can write eqs.(3.12), (~.16). (3.17) and (3.18) in the 
form 

1tt1 

i=(l,H)-tL.A(q.,q,.n,n) (l Jf») 0.20) 
Ct f :J. r~ 7:l., , '1'a •

(1=t 
Here ~ means a complete set of the Canonical variables a , CJr ' [) ,-r: ..t It.f2, • 

We remind that ~qs. (3.20) are w:ritten in terms of the variab

les fj , CA ' It ' q~. The expressions (~ , H) and (1 , Y?r) ce,n be 
transformed obviously into the phase space if we take into. aCQount 
(2.5). As a result, we get the functions of the canonical variables 
(1 ,H) and (l- .~) respectiv.ely1/. The dependence on ~Jl. in the 

functions ).It(q.. , 41. ' Pl ' q,L) does not disappear by vertue of 
(2.5). In order fo prove this, it is sufficient to act on the left
hand side and on the right-hand side of eq.(3.12) by the following 
linear differential operators/ 19/ 

(( a a 
0.21)X= ~. -.' «= 1.2, .... nti · 

J rJ~ .This gives .tJ 

0.22 )X 
a 

,AA(~, q,~, A. ' i )= J;! j: O. 

If one takes the primary constraints in the resolved form (3.5), then 
the functions A reduce in this case to Q. a.. 1, ••• , H1r • 

a -VltT{;l f 
ThUS, the only way to transform eqs.(3.20) into th~phase space 

is to try eliminate the functions J.- (n , 4 ' P , () ) imposing
Q""1 2. .1 '1'2

the additional conditions on the solutions of these equations. From 
this point we are dealing actually with the Dirac system with pri
mary constraints/ 12/. 

llifth~ Lagr;;,ii.;;:L is nondee;enerated, i. e. rank A = ;z, 1 

then if follows from (3.9) that (3.11) vanishes and in the right
hand sides of (3.16),(3.17) and (3.12) we have ~eros. As a result, 
we get 'the canonical ostragradskii equations (2.13). 
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But in the Dirac approach the equations of motion in the phase 
space were obtained by the Lagrangian method of indefinite multipliers. 
Therefore the functions All were considered at first as WlknOwn fWlc
tions of time determined by additional conditions on the solutions 
of the equations of motion. One demandS that the time derivatives of 
the primary constraints vanish on the solutions of these equations. 
As it is known, all the secondary constraints can ~e obtained in this 
way and some number of functions Jl can be expressed in terms of the 
canonical variables. The remaining ':mdetermined functions Aa. (t) the 
number of Which equals the number of the primary first-claas cO)1st
raints describe the functional freedom in the theorY. But in the Di
rac reasonin.g there are no convincing arguments why it is sufficient 
to take into account only the primary constraints in order to obtain 
the equations of motion in the phase ~pace by the ;Lagrangian method 
of indefinite multipliers. In our opinion, the derivation of these 
equations by the defferentiation of the canonical Hamiltonian fills 
this gap. Another method of obtaining the equations of motion in 
the phase space for singular Lagrangians of arbitrary order which 
avoids this problem is developed in book/ 15/• 

So. we shall further follow the Dirac reasoning. Let us demand 
that the time derivatives of the primary constraints vanish on the so

lutions of eqs.(3.20) 

-	 Hia!fJ "...,1 • ~ (3.23) 

df a =(~,/-I) +t/\g(~'4.t'P1)q,~)(~, Pg) ~ 0, 
!P., 	 (],I,(,= 1,...• ",1.. 

Here the sign ~ means a weak equality when the conditions !Pc " 0 
are satisfied. The expressions ( 'Pit •H) and ( 11It • ~) can be 
transformed into the phase space if we take into account {2.5). Hence 
one can express from (J.23) Z functions 1 in terms of the cano

i. oCt
nical variables where 

21 WI111J(~, P&J/11<pc==o' (3.24) 

The remaining .JUt = #tt - ott equations in 0.21) give rise to ../"1. 
constraints on the canonical variables 

Gc.7S(q,.'lf.lf!)I3.)=O~ S=f,2""J foiL' (3.25)
J. f. A f I / . 

It is obvious in what way one haa to change the consideration when 
some of eqs.(J.23) or all these equations are satisfied identically. 
Further it is necessary to demand that 

10 

dw If,w ,.....---.!.t 	 (J.26)
"- 0, S = f, ... , j'«J

ftit 
and so on. As a result, all the secondary constraints can be obtain
ed in this way and m functions ). (11 ,11 • P , 0 ) remain 

ex 	 'lrL "V: i. r';l
undetermined ion terms of the canonical variables, where /'If, is the 
number of primary first-class constraints. The theory does not en..ab
Ie us to fix them, and they remain absolutely arbitrary functions of 
their arguments. Therefore one can consider them as ar11itrary func
tions of time. As a result, eqs.(3.20) prove to be transformed into 
the phase space completely, 

In order to get a right final result one, could have considered 

the functions )... a. ( ct • th.. Pi. • 42 ) iT! (J.20) at the beginning
L 

as 	unknown fUI~ctions of time. This enablefl us to go in the phase 
space illllllediately 

i 	= (f, H) -I-Z 
nt, 

Aa(t) ('l, CPa ) . (J. 27) 
Ct"'f 

The consideration of eqs.(3.20) at first in terms of the variab
les q. . f ,~ given above justifies this procedure.4·

1. 2. 1. 2. 

4. 	DERIVATION OF THE SECONDARY CONSTRAINTS IN THE FRAMEWORK 
OF THE LAGR.ANGIAN FORllALISJI 

In the preceding section the secondary constraints were obtain
ed by a successive differentiation with respect to time of the pri 
mary constraints using the equations of motion in form (3.20) or • 
(3.27). But for this purpose one can use the Euler equations in form 
(3.16a). As in the case of singular Lagrangians of the first order 

this way enables US to obtain some additional information about the 
secondary constraints/19/ and trace the relation of the Lagrangian 
and Hamiltonian description/ 19- 21/. 

Differentiation with respect to time of the left-hand sides 
in equations of primary constraints (3.6) gives 

!!:1f) _ tJ~· + r}1/{ . ..,... a~ Ii (4.1) 

cit Ta~~:.~:~~ rJff" ~i rJ~i ~i aPti 2i' 
Now we replace the derivatives with respect to the coordinates 9 

l
and 4. in (4.1) according to (3.19) and take into account 0.1).

2As 	 a result, we get 

II 
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Further one must differentiate with respect to time the consri tf(l/,q",A)=_a~ (d~. l' -t- aii ;_0£+ ) 
traint s (3.25)tit (l ( 2 	 2 an iJf, rJ.:x, t' a; ai" ·;:;i'ry J -c J t' d~ (4.2) 

JU2s, = O'w., i + tJws· dws · rJw . cr == f) ••• ) m;t • -1't 1--1!J. + --2.c.. D =0 (4.6) 
The expression in parentheses vanishes due to (2.4). Thus the deri  -1- titj J do. 2. dp' 1. d~ F2 ' 

1d 	 72 Ivative (didt) If>a ( Cl.: , 'h, P ) is equal to zero by virtue of thez	 S = f, ...•~J.
primary constraints 1).6) without using the equations of motion. In and use (3.13) and ~quat~ons of motion in form (3.16a). If using 

addition the equations 
 (2.5) we can eliminate Jr from all the equations (4.6) or from some 

d of them. then WE/c get some more secondary constraints
It ~(4/42>P2.)=O, f :!: a £:. ntJ. (4.3) 

w(CJ.'I.~f).p)=tJ. S=/IIr+1, ... , flf •• (4.7)
are equivalent to the following relations 	 S J Z If 11. > 2/1. / " 

a. 	 = a iJL a3.L . r/L " i. 
This procedure of successive differentiation of the constraints must5.(~'~'fPP,t· ~.c~)421P2)(~ 11" tJ. -:;.- a" if x.), (4.4) be continued un~il the appearance of tbe new constraints stops or• _ t cJ.:X'.::r 'X'. .T. ~. J 

.. q= t, ..,.,,· . t i J t J 	 " the variables Jr cannot be eliminated from all the equationsLet us~now investigate the question: what are the conditions 

under which eqs.(4.4) transform due to the definitions (2.3)-{2.5) 
 cI ~ (9-, ~)p, >{Jz)=-fJ, 5 =.t; + 1) .. .,fof (4.8)
into equations containing only the canonical variables q, , 0 • D • 

• 1. Yz. rJ. cit hJ ( K+'f k ;/ k+f 

)02 and g~ve, as a result, the secondary Hamiltonian constraints. 


using the definition (2.5). As a result. all the secondary constraintsFor this purpose one has to act on the right-hand side of (4.5) by 
will be obtained

the operators (3.21). This gives/191 

a e iJ1.L a?L ) !Pc 	 U{(~'~'f,,~)=tJ:> S=f~ ... ,m,f" (4.9)
(4.5) *'t.=J",.~~ -r ••. -rJHk'5. 5. (ai tJJ! - a.f di. ~ (~, 'PQ ) , 	 Let us establish the relation between Hamil\onian and Lagran

t 	 J t' J i J (1 gian constraints. First of all we show that the differentiation with 

a I. c = /, ... ,m . respect to time of eqs. (4.5), which leads to the first set of the 
, • .i 

Hence, if there are the primary constraints which are in involution secondary constraints (3.25). gives. by virtue of th~ equations of 
at least in a weak sense with the whole set of the primary cons motion (2.2). the Lagrangian constraints (3.3). Equations(4.5) can 
tra.ints (3.6), then for the corresponding values of the index a. in be represented in the form 
(3.14) the action of the operators (3.15) on the right-hand side of ~(f.- t1~ 	 + 1#;.)=0.,(3.14) gives zero. In this case the variables jC in the right-hand 	 tt=t, ... )I1f. (4.10) 

, ft ax. (.£ £ £lJ. 	 f
side of (3.14) can be eliminated by virtue of (2.5) and eqs.(4.5) t t t 
give us the secondary constraints on the canonical variables. The The differentiation with respect to time of the left-hand sides of 
number of these constraints is equal to the number of primary cons these equalities gives d 
traints which are in involution at least in a weak sense with the a • d ti1. til. tJi,) ~tI )1;' tiL d dL) 
whole set of the primary constraints (3.6). Obviously, these const ~~-~ d-i;. +till O~ +t;tt t V';i- d~. +-tit t?~. = tJ. (4.11) 
raints are the same secondary constraints (3.25) obtained in the In the first term in (4.11) we make the follow~ng substitution 

preceding section by the Dirac method. From (4.4) it follows immedi
 using equations of motion (2.2) 

ately that these constraints are linear in J1 and they are obtained 
 cI ilL tiL til.by prOjection of the definition (2.4) on the zero eigenve~ars of the (4.12)---+---.=- "L-. 
matrix.A • '«I tJ.i:. cllJ. tJ.?, rJrZ. 

t t t 

12 
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The second term in (4.11) vanishes due to the definition (2.4). As 

a result, from (4.11) we get the Lagrangian constraints ().). 


The procedure of differentiation with respect to time of the 
Lagrangian constraints is important for the Lagrangian formalism too. 
It is in fact the search of the invariant submanifold in the space 
wi th the coordinat es /.:r: .1- . X • X'}. The Cauchy data for tne 
Euler equations (2.2) mUst belong to this submanifold. Only for this 
constraint set of the initial data one can consistently formulate 
the Caucny problem for eqs. (2.2). 

It is clear by the construction that for the primary copstraints 
0.6) and. for the first i3et of the sccondaJ'Y ones (J.25) the.re are 
no corresponding Lagrangian constraints, as the substitution of (2.4) 
and (2.5) into (J.6) and (J.25) gives the identities. 

5. THE GENERALIZATION OF THE RELATIVISTIC POINT ACTION 

As an example, we consider. the following generalization of the 
point particle action/161 

S=-mjdJ+,xjlrh, (5.1) 

where J1t is the mass of a point particle, tiS is the differential 
of its world trajectory ds~ = t/7 ti'.zl", k is the curvature of 
this trajectory,f~(a'~/tI.t.l)~ • d is a dimensionless constant. 
With a given parametrization X)'t{7') • / .. 0,1,2, .... :J) -1 action 
(4.1) is rewritten in the form 

-v1 . ...z •%.-;j' 

S=-m(Y.ilJr+dj {XX)-XX dr (5.2)J j • L ' 

X= clxIt/f'. X 
The metri c with the signature 1/ ,,= dieg (+, -. -. • •• ) is used.{I' • 

The matrix ~ defined in (2.9) in the case under consideration 
is given by 

A at {- .. .t /J /lj= . 2. oX' X -x _ ~ C JJ (5.) 
/" X if ;W Y ~v j , 

14 

17 "J' . ..t.. /" •• ol. • .t. .. 1,
where t/ = (.xX .x -,x X Q=lX..x) - X.:;r As/ / I ) r1 . 

.i~t=O t/~ -ail 
~ , ;r (/' (5.4) 

then it is easy to be convince~ of that the matrix A has two eigen
vectors with zero eigenvalues jr and (.I' . Hence, four primary 
constraints must be in the theory. 

Using the deti;Jion11 c£ ~ 

(5.5)~= -d.i'1' = - Ji if 
and eqs. (4.4) we obtain the p~imary constraints corresponding to 
0.4) 

tp= 1, q" =0, (5.6) 
i 1. 2. 

~ 2. :l (5.7) 
~ = D n ..,..d ==0 

• 1. I~ 7J. ' 
where q::::.xr . 

2/,
We get the secondary constraints in the model under considera

tion at first by a method described in section 4.The Poisson brackets 
will be defined as follows 

- ~ (rJf 1£ - !lL !li- ) . (f,j)-~ ~ r,J -J jIf .rJ f) (5.8) 
..,_ f ro. l/tL, U'tj, (/I:' 
~ I c· 71.", t t~ 

The primary cpnstraints (5.6) and (5.7) are in involution between 
themselves in a strong senee (If) , tP. ) = O. Therefore two seconda-TJ 2. 
ry constraints have to be which can be obtained by projection of the 
definition 

rJi rJ dL tJi' 
(5.9)~I'=- - dil' T r/f tl:il' = - tJ.i1' -!y 1 • 
:'l'-1"-0 

r 'i' 
on the zero eigenvectors of the matrix A:~=x=Cj., 
Projection of 'f on (5.9) gives /' r 1.(

fl.r 
(5.10)

W=f.JD -mN=o. 
1. I f -'2 72 

lIThe sign minus is introduced in order to get eq.(2.5) for 
the space-like components of p .• 2. 
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Finally, multiplying (5.9) by ~~ we obtain 

(5.11)
~=DD=a 


2 Iff~ 

Differentiation with respect to time of (5.10) does not give new 
constraints. Differentiating (5.11) with respect to time and taking 
into account the equations of motion 

(5.12)I, =0 

and constraints (5.6)-(5.10) we obtain the expression 

clw· rJi t:.! oL 
_1, :,=;:~ =: -! {f; +- -.)==-;: -t-/?t + -===;;:r {f!CJ,,)f(;. (5.13) 

df f Z ('.. dx ' Y<I: '1. If 
One ca,n not eliminate..:x from (S.U) using (5.5). Indeed 

XI'§!; = lfl =/,0. 
Thus the constraints (5.6), (5.7), (5.10) and (5.11) exhaust the 
whole set of constraints in the model under consideration. In con
trast to the conclusion in/ 16 ,22/ we have here four constraints. 

It follows from definition (5.5) that 

•• c;( to 
DX=--Uj (5.14)
IJ ,j" tf . 

There.{,ore we get the following expression for the canonical Hamilto

nian I fc7.• .. t.fI=-;:x-~.:r-J=-1!9. +11{ 0 =-u.? (5.15) 
'I;' f 1 ~ .i 

Let us evaluate the Poisson brackets between all the constraints 
wld construct the matrix Ll 

11A8 .= (~ , ( 8 ) , 1£:.A)8~ 4, (5.16) 

&, = 'P, , ~ = ~ • ~ = cq) &~ = cd.\? • 
On the submanifold P1 of the phase space defined by the constraints 
equations 

A =-1,,,.) 4- (5.11)~ (9,,~?~,~)=O> 
lIIf ~e substit1:lte in H Ut, ,9.l"P,J10~tt.q~ canoni?al momenta/'iaIld

P1 by the~r express~ons in terms orx,..::t:, X X accord~ng to (5.5}and
{5.9) we. zero identically.It is the conse<;luence of the invariance 
of the (5.2) under the transformation i( f (to with the arbit
rary function f . 

16 

the following elements of the matrix L1 are different from zero 

.t
L1~ 4= ( ~ ,~)= (~, ~)= -~ 0, cp~ )~ 

(5.18) 

L134 = (~, ~) = (u.:, ~).= - (ft ~I?! -<) . 
Thus, we have on J'1 rank ~ = 2. Hence, there are two first-class 
constrants and two second-class constrants in this theory. Let us 
pick out theliJe constraints explicitly. F(lr this purpose we go to the 
equivalent set of constraints/ 14/

S 

s= 1, it. ~¢S=~A~' 
(5.19)

¢3"(~=Wf:1 ¢. =~ =<.d,t!, 
where fA ' J = 1,2, A = 1••••• 4 are two zero eigenvectors of 
the matrix ~ • These vectors can be taken in the following form 

1 1 f f 

~ = f, ~ = $ = ~: 0, 
f .2 3 t 

.t (5.20)2 4 ~ ~ ~ ~S=O, ';e. =- k: = 2D Gn tj., ) ~ =().fY. t-?It :1
5.(, >.1 12, I, t. ' f 

As a result, we get the new set of constraints 

¢ = f!t Ct. =: 0, 

f -.z J. ,t..t.rl, :. 


¢.r =-(;;'~Ht )(1 ~+tI)+;10'~)0~-Jk7f}~5.21) 
¢ = f) t1 -.In W;.....tJ. ,h = f) D =0,

.3 I 1 7"z ~ ) 't"+ r, IJ. 
which are equivalent to the initial cqnstraints ilA"",O, A = 1, •••• 4. 
It means that eqs.(5.21) define the same submanifold ~ in the 
phase space. But for constraints ~A • A = 1, ••• ,4 there is only 
one Poisson bracket different from zero on ;11 

<. .I 
(~. q{)=-- (I, -HI ). 

Thus. the constraints s6 and ~2 are the first-class constraints. 
. ~ f 

and ~s ' Y'f are the second-class constrainst. 

It is interesting to note that in the phase space there is the 
invariant submanifold defined by the constraints (5.21) and by the 
equation 

]7 

http:eqs.(5.21
http:W;.....tJ
http:tI)+;10'~)0~-Jk7f}~5.21
http:identically.It
http:5.6)-(5.10


=1J-ff! =0~ S 1/ 

.t.l 

) (~)~)~o) oi,/= 1, ... , S. 

Let us now obtain the secondary constraintB in this model by 
the Dirac method. Taking into account (5.15) we get 

R, 

(if;,H)+,Z Aa(~)tfa)=(~,H)=- W{=O, 
(1=1 

1. 

(~ ,H) t{:f.Aa(~) <Pa )= ( ~, H) = - 2. eft~ }9;.J. 7

+ Rr/· 0. iJ,) ~ -~ GDt, )Cf~ = - ~ (1'" w.. .= O. 
T~ iii! Ff 1. 1. -YJ!.. t 

The requiremett of the stationarity of the secondary constraintB ~ 
and W2. enables us to express ...AI. in terms of the canonical va
riables 

R.. 2 
.A = ;; -III 

l 2p,'-(P, tt.t) 

The Hamiltonian which defines the dynamics in the phase space is 

.J. J..
f,-m

II 	= II + .A (/) ljJ + 11. ~ • 
T t f lt1 {jJ, f:h} 

The quantization of this model should be made in the same way 
as in the case of the constrained Hamiltonian systems of the first 
order/12- 15/ • 

6. 	OO.ax.USIOB 

The method proposed here enables one to construct the Hamilto
nian formalism for systems described by singular Lagrangians of the 
second order. Obviously, the generalization of this procedure to 
singular Lagrangians containing the derivatives of higher order me
ets no principal difficulties. 

It would be interesting to make clear the connection of the in
variance properties of the initial degenerate action with the number 

18 

of the Hamiltonian constraints in the theory and with the properties 

of their Poisson brackets. 

The author is pleased to thank I.V.Tyutin who read the primary 
version of this paper and made a number of useful observations. 
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HecTepeHKo B.B. E2-87-9 
CHHrYJlRpHhie JlarpaHJKHaHhi C BhICillHMH npoH3BO)J.HhIMH 

nOCTPOeH raMHJlbTOHOB cpopMaJlH3M MR CHCTeM, onHChIBaeMhIX 
cHHryJlRpHhIMH JlarpaHJKHaHaMH BTOpOrO nOpR)J.Ka. CBR3H Ha KaHOHH
qeCKHe nepeMeHHbie MOrYT 6hITb onpe)J.eJleHhI )J.ByMll nyTRMH: 1) Me
TO)J.OM .IJ:HpaKa, 2) B paMKax narpaHJKeBa CPOpMaJIH3Ma nOCJle)J.OB;l
TeJlbHhiM )J.HcpcpepeHUHpoBaHHeM no BpeMeHH nepBHqHhIX CBR3en. no
JlyqeHhI ypaBHeHHR )J.BHJKeHHll B cpa30BQM npOCTpaHCTBe. B KatfeCTEle 
npHMepa paCCMOTpeHO 0606meHHoe )J.E~HCTBHe peJlHTHBHCTCKOH TO
tfetlHOH tfaCTHQhI: K 06hItfHOMy )J.eHcTBH;IO, nponopW10HanhHOMY )J.Jl1i
He MHPOBOH TpaeKTopHH tfaCTHQhI, )J.06aaneH HHTerpan B)J.OJlb :nOH 
TpaeKTopHH OT ee KpHBH3HhI. 

Pa60Ta BhIflOJlHeHa B JIa6opaTOpHIJ TeOpeTHtfecKoH CPH3HI<H 
OYlHYI. 

TIpenpHHT 061>eJlHHeHHOrO HHCTHTYTa H,nepHbIX HCClle,nOBaHHH. )J.y6Ha 1987 

Nesterenko V.V. E2-87-9 
The Singular Lagrangians with Higher Derivatives 

The Hamiltonian formalism for system with singular Lagrangians 
of the second order is constructed. The constraints on canonical vari
ables can be found in two ways: first, by a Dirac method; second, 
in framework of the Lagrangian formalism by a successive differentia
tion with respect to time of the primary constraints. The equations 
of motion in phase space are obtained. As an example, a generaliza
tion of the relativistic point action is considered: to the usual action 
proportional to the length of the world trajectory of a point, one 
adds the integral along this trajectory of its curvature. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theo
retical Physics, JINR. 
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